Web-based Geographic Information Viewer

MapIT! is a ready-to-deploy GIS viewer application. Designed for “due diligence” and “situational awareness,” MapIT! presents a Common Operational Picture (COP) by integrating spatial and non-spatial data from business-defined sources, into a dynamic map display.

MapIT! is a Web 2.0 technology providing users with a rich internet experience. The simple interface is intuitive to use, yet provides several powerful GIS tools for querying, analyzing, viewing and printing of map data.

MapIT! is designed to work seamlessly with:

- RTS – Referral Tracking System
- Phoenix\textsuperscript{PRO}
- Any GIS Server, Web Mapping Service (WMS), or any other spatial/aspatial database

Key Features:

- Secured access to analyses, queries, viewing, and reporting of real-time corporate data at the strategic, tactical, and operational level, 24/7 anywhere in the world
- Compatible with popular browsers (touchscreen OK): Internet Explorer, Chrome, Firefox
- Configurable to any business area requirements:
  - One application can be distributed in several configurations
  - Print templates can be customized for common look and feel
- Display details from RTS and Phoenix\textsuperscript{PRO} integrated with map data, in real-time
- Intuitive navigation with a rich set of tools using simple interfaces
- Graphic and Markup Tools, Shapefile Overlays, Pre-built Search and Query Tools
- Multi-user access to centralized and organized spatial data

Benefits:

- Clients require no additional software because it is web-based
- Reduced processing and distribution of GIS mapping means reduced workload costs
- Efficiently share and collaborate ideas with colleagues through markup & graphic tools
- Automated dynamic map printing from pre-defined templates
- Frees up IT resources and personnel to shift their focus on other innovation areas
- No need to worry about data storage space or hardware/software overhead costs
- Intuitive user experience requires little or no training